What is the Quantum HCL Activator?
Quantum HCL Activator contains a broad-spectrum, natural-source mineral-antioxidant complex for use with HCL (hydrochloric acid) to promote the strengthening of the entire immune system and its extensive role in whole body health* by dramatically enhancing methylation at the cellular level and thereby dramatically upregulating cellular detoxification.

The Awesome Power of Methylation
An insightful article in the Journal of Medical Hypothesis (Vol. 51, pages 179-221, 1998) estimates, at birth, an average of 3% methylation of cytosines. (Cytosines are one of five nitrogen bases used for storing genetic information within a cell.) Each cell would have 90 million methyl groups at birth. Aging, degeneration, degenerative diseases including the ultimate degenerative disease cancer, are marked by loss of methyl groups. Expression of oncogenes (cancer causing genes) and suppression of tumor suppressor genes (anticancer genes) are also marked by loss of methyl groups at the cell. An average loss of 1800 DNA methyl groups per cell/day limits lifespan to about 65 years. If loss was reduced to 1200 methyl groups per cell/day lifespan could be about 95 years.

The richest natural source of biologically available methyl groups is betaine hydrochloride from beets, also known as trimethyl glycine. When combined with a rich, natural source of potassium, these methyl groups can be most easily uptaken by the cell. A recovery of methyl groups can occur with profound effects on overall health, strength, longevity and well-being as confirmed by the latest DNA microassay research of Dr. S. Burzynski in Houston, Texas.

What is the HCL Detox Program?
The HCL (hydrochloric acid) Detox Program is the use of natural-source HCL which has been highly diluted into physiological proportions and then mixed with natural-source phyto-minerals (especially potassium) for daily oral consumption.

The HCL Detox Program is a highly effective, inexpensive procedure with HCL used by medical pioneers in the 1930s with outstanding results for cleansing all the body’s organs and glands. In researching the benefits of HCL, they found that taking HCL alone (orally) had little or poor response. However, when the HCL was combined with specific mineral sources in proper dilutions, they discovered that an amazing whole-body cleansing response was initiated, helping to ignite the immune system’s efficiency of response and integrity, even in their worst cases. They found extensive benefits for many types of concerns, including kidneys, lungs, pancreas, liver, skin, uterus, prostate, bladder and much more.

Now you can benefit from this same amazing, health procedure using the Quantum HCL Activator and Quantum Betaine HCL and enjoy the added benefits of all natural-source nutrients, free of toxic tagalongs. The synergistic effect of these premier quality nutrients is capable of achieving the most rapid shift to ideal cellular resonance which promotes the best state of health.*

Typical Regimen. Typically, for use with the HCL Detox Program, open 1 Vcap of Quantum HCL Activator and 1 Vcap of Quantum Betaine HCL into ½ cup purified water and mix together briefly. Drink immediately. Do not mix ahead of time. (Consume within 5 minutes after mixing the ingredients to receive the full effect. The reactive
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**External Use.** In addition to the daily, internal use of natural-source HCL in the HCL Detox Program, external use of HCL is also recommended for external detoxification of the skin, connective tissue and outer meridian flow. Open one Vcap of Quantum Betaine HCL in ½ cup purified water. (Quantum HCL Activator is not needed for ex-ternal use.) Soak a clean wash cloth with this solution, wring it out, then use the wash cloth to massage key areas of the body briefly, such as face and neck, hands and arms, legs and feet, along the spine, and especially key body areas of concern. Do this for about 1 to 2 minutes before bed, once daily.

**The Fabulous Castor Oil Pack**

**Premier Support during the HCL Detox Program**

Castor Oil Packs are a popular, ancient remedy called the “hand of Christ,” used for thousands of years by many cultures, especially for gentle, deep-seated organ and gland detoxification. However, the quality of castor oil can vary from the sublime to the ridiculous. The source of our Quantum Castor Oil is from Kerala, India, considered the very finest quality of castor oil the world over. This oil is extra virgin, cold-pressed (not solvent-extracted, hexane-free) and is rich in ricinoleic acid, a unique, potent, immune-boosting fatty acid.

The use of the castor oil pack is a procedure that uses an external cloth pack saturated with castor oil that is applied to the body for 30 to 60 minutes (with or without heat). It is used for people of all ages to promote proper kidney function, healthy bowel eliminations, good digestion, regular menstrual cycles, better assimilation of nutrients and increased lymphatic circulation and cleansing.

**During the HCL Detox Program,** using a Castor Oil Pack daily for about 30 minutes, especially over the kidneys (low back area) is highly recommended. It helps to gently expel toxins released from the HCL cleansing drink that typically requires additional kidney processing for clearance. Although Castor Oil Packs are not required during the HCL Detox Program, they are extremely beneficial and help to minimize possible detox symptoms. (For specific instructions for using the castor oil pack, please see the Castor Oil Pack Instructions sheet.)

**Seeking and Clearing Toxic Pockets**

After about 7 days of the HCL Detox Program, a 62-year old nutritionist found that an upper right gum area near a root-canaled tooth began to ache intensely during the night for 2 days. Later, the gum area that had always been very sensitive for several years, completely cleared and felt normal to the touch. About 3 weeks continuing on the HCL Program, he felt a strange sensation in his intestines and noticed small, white worm-like tissue eliminated with a bowel elimination. After that, his intestinal area felt much clearer.

A 45-year old computer expert found that for several years, it was always difficult to breathe through his right nostril. After about one week of the HCL Detox Program, he felt the right nostril clear and he could breathe well again through both nostrils.

Like the above, we have heard many interesting “HCL Detox” stories — where specific chronic body areas were able to be cleared where other methods had been ineffective.
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**Super Food Trio**

The Essential Nutrition Basics (Three product kit); Q. Coral Complex, Q. Greens Mix, Q. EFA Oil Blend

- The comprehensive, “beyond organic” vitamin and mineral nutrient system, all from once-living, natural sources (no synthetics) which contain a “body of light”
- Recommended for daily use for every adult and child for ideal nutrition*
- Contains ample amounts of every nutrient essential for life and optimal health; clinically tested and proven*

**Quantum Castor Oil Packs**

- World’s Finest Quality Castor Oil From India
- The Premier Healing Secret of the Ancients
- Extra Virgin, Cold-Pressed, Not Solvent Extracted, Hexane-Free

- Rich in ricinoleic acid, a unique, potent, immune-boosting fatty acid*
- Famous skin-soothing properties for clear, blemish-free skin; wrinkle reduction; enhanced skin beauty*
- The Castor Oil Pack: an external cloth pack with castor oil used to promote proper bowel eliminations, good digestion, regular menstrual cycles, increased lymphatic circulation, and better assimilation of nutrients*

---

*This statement has not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

---

**Recomended Use**

Adults or children (age 4 and up): Take 1 Vcap, 3 times daily with meals. For use with the HCL Detox Program, open 1 Vcap of Quantum HCL Activator and 1 Vcap of Quantum Betaine HCL in ½ cup purified water and mix. Drink immediately. Do not mix ahead of time. Take this mixture once daily after breakfast.

For special cleansing programs, take this drink 3 to 5 times daily after meals for 10 to 20 days. After each HCL drink, rinse mouth thoroughly with 2-4 oz. of water and swallow.

---

**Violette Container: Custom-Color Protection**

According to the Fraunhofer Institute in Munich, Germany, the photosensi-tive range for food and organic compounds lies between 450 and 720 nanometers. Most radiation damage occurs in this light range. Therefore, our containers are custom-color manufactured (dark violet) to block these frequencies. Further, we use nontoxic PET plastic for our containers (more expensive than glass) because it can achieve a better seal that glass to block oxygen and because it has no toxic chemical outgassing as do most other plastics used for food or oils.